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__________________________________________________________________________________________
Abstract – As it well known, stability is an important requirement for control systems. Due to the
nature of time-delay processes, common methods to evaluate stability may be difficult to use. In 1938,
Mikhailov proved a frequency response criterion, which is sufficient and necessary for the stability of
th

processes described by known n order constant coefficient linear differential equations. This paper
presents the Mikhailov’s method and the application of this method to a Smith predictor structure
controlled by a PI controller.
Keywords – Dead-time compensator, process control, stability analysis.
__________________________________________________________________________________________
simplicity and computational ease and because they
can be implemented in an efficient manner by
I
Introduction
plotting graphically an appropriate frequencyAs is well known, good control of processes with
dependent measure [4].
long time delay may be difficult using PID control.
In 1938, Mikhailov proved a frequency response
In 1957, O. J. Smith developed the Smith predictor
criterion, which is sufficient and necessary for the
structure to compensate systems with time delay.
th
stability of processes described by known n order
This structure is a model-based structure, which uses
constant coefficient linear differential equations.
a mathematical model of the process in a minor
Consequently, stability depends on the shape of the
feedback loop. One of the advantages of the Smith
so-called Mikhailov hodograph, that is the curve
predictor structure is that it can be easily extended
situated
in a complex plane and connected with the
from a single input-single output system to a
locus
of
the characteristic equation. This criterion
multiple-input multiple-output system. Over the
belongs
to
the class of methods applying the
years, many modifications to the Smith predictor
principle
of
argument
to various problems in control
structure have been proposed to improve the
and
stability.
responses. The starting point of this analysis was the
This paper explores the possibility of implementing
need to evaluate the stability of the first and second
the Mikhailov stability criterion for a Smith predictor
modified Smith predictor structures developed by
structure controlled by a PI controller. In Part II, the
Sourdille and O’Dwyer [1-3].
Mikhailov’s method is briefly presented. In Part III,
The Smith predictor is composed of transcendental
this method is applied to a Smith predictor controlled
transfer functions. Therefore, mathematical models
by a PI controller.
for
steady-state
stability
analysis
contain
transcendental functions and consequently cannot be
reduced to state space or polynomial form. As is well
known, approximations of such functions by
II
Mikhailov’s stability criterion
truncated series expansions may distort the stability
conditions. Consequently, methods of modal analysis
This section introduces the concept of Mikhailov’s
and algebraic stability criteria cannot be used for
method. First, the principle of argument is presented.
steady state stability analysis of systems which have
Then, the Mikhailov’s stability criterion is
a transcendental characteristic equation, i.e., an
introduced. And finally, the Mikhailov’s method is
infinite number of roots. Consequently, frequency
improved for time-delay processes.
domain tests have become increasingly more
prevalent in stability analysis. Generally, frequency
a) Principle of argument
domain tests are often favoured for their conceptual

As stated before, the Mikhailov criterion is obtained
by a simple application of the principle of argument.
[5] defines the principle of argument as being:
If a function f is meromorphic on the interior of a
rectifiable simple closed curve
C , then

1
2

f ( z )

 f ( z ) dz

equals the difference between the

C

number of zeros and the number of poles of f
counted with multiplicity, where f ( z ) is the
derivative of f ( z ) .

b) Mikhailov’s stability criterion for time-delay
processes
A direct application of the argument principle may
result in the following extended Mikhailov criterion
for time-delay systems:
p ( ) is uniformly asymptotically stable if and only
if the variation of arg p ( j ) is n when  varies
2

from 0 to  ; i.e., arg p ( j )  n .
0
2
The stability of time-delay processes can be
evaluated by applying the Mikhailov criterion on the
hodograph of the corresponding quasi-polynomial.
However, the application of the classical Mikhailov
criterion can become difficult, even when a computer
is used [4, 6-7]. In fact, a visual conclusion on
stability with respect to the constructed part of the
hodograph is not practically realisable, since, along
with an infinite spiral, the time-delay generates loops
whose number is infinite. This point is illustrated in
the next part using a Smith predictor structure.

c) Improved Mikhailov’s criterion
[4] presents a series of improved Mikhailov’s
methods and explains that the method that seems the
most suitable for the authors’s application is the
improvements developed by [8-10]. For this method,
the following characteristic quasi-polynomial is
defined:
 ( s )  d ( s)  e s n1 ( s )  e s n2 ( s )  ...  e s nm ( s )
Where d ( s ) , ni ( s ) for i  1, 2,..., m are polynomials
1

2

m

with real coefficients. The following conditions for
the characteristic equation must be respected:
 deg  ni ( s )  n
for i  1, 2,..., m
with

deg  d ( s)  n

0   1   2  ...   m
Then instead of  ( s ) , the following quasipolynomial can be considered:


 * ( s )  e s  ( s )
m

 * ( s )  e s d ( s )  e  s (
m

m  1 )

n1 ( s )  e  s ( m  2 ) n2 ( s )  ...  nm ( s )

The authors explain that  * ( s ) is stable if and only
if:
1.  r ( ) and  i ( ) have only simple real roots and
these interlace.
2.  i '( o ) r ( o )   i ( o ) r '( o )  0 (1) for some  o
in (-,), where  r '( ) and  i '( o ) denote the

first derivative with respect to  of  r ( ) and
 i ( o ) , respectively.

Write  * ( j )   r ( )  j i ( ) , where  r ( ) and
 i ( ) represent respectively the real and imaginary
parts. Similar analysis can be found in [11-12].

III

Implementation of Mikhailov’s
method for Smith predictor

In this section, the Mikhailov’s method is analysed
for a Smith predictor structure controlled by PI
controller. In order to evaluate the reliability of this
method, it is necessary to have a reference response,
which is presented in the first section. Then, the
Mikhailov’s hodographs for the Smith predictor
structure are plotted. Finally, the results obtained
using an improved Mikhailov’s method are given.
The process and model transfer functions are given
by equation G  K p (2) and G  K m (3),
p

Tp s  1

m

Tm s  1

respectively.
a) Step responses
As it is difficult to represent time-delay systems due
to their infinite nature, the Nyquist method for
determining stability cannot be used directly, for
example. So, to obtain some cross-reference on the
operation of the Mikhailov’s method, closed-loop
step responses are determined. In order to obtain a
general analysis, the process and model transfer
functions are different, i.e., G  1.6
(4) and
p

2
Gm 
0.7 s  1

0.5s  1

(5). It can be noticed that the

difference between the process and model transfer
functions is negative. For this study, the process
time-delay is  p  1.2 and the process model timedelay is fixed at  m  1.4 . As the authors’ concern is
to evaluate the efficiency, accuracy and reliability of
the method and not to obtain the best response
possible, the controller time constant, TI , is chosen
to be equal to one. The proportional gain of the
controller is selected by trial and error to obtain two

situations: one which gives stable responses and a
second which gives unstable responses.
Figures 1: Step responses of a Smith predictor

is not practically realisable, since along with an
infinite spiral, the time-delay generates loops whose
number is infinite [4, 6-7].
Figures 2: Imaginary part versus real part

In conclusion, improved Mikhailov methods have to
be used.
b) Mikhailov’s hodographs
Using Mikhailov’s criterion, it is known that G ( s ) is
uniformly asymptotically stable if and only if the
variation of arg G ( j ) is n when  varies from 0
2
to ; i.e., arg G ( j )   n . The closed loop transfer
0

2

function of a Smith predictor controlled by a
proportional controller can be calculated using
equations (2) and (3), from which the following
characteristic equation may be determined:
Gcharact  Tm Tp TI s 3  (Tp TI  Tm TI  K c K m Tp TI ) s 2



 K c K m  K c K mTI Tp s  K c K mTI s  K c K mTp s  K c K m e



2



 K c K p TI Tm s  K c K p TI s  K c K p Tm s  K c K p e
2

In the following section, the stability for a Smith
predictor structure controlled by a proportional is
studied using the improved Mikhailov method
developed by [8-10].
First, the initial conditions have to be checked for the
characteristic equation (6) which are respected.
Secondly, the characteristic equation is multiplied by
e s , which permits to obtain the following real and
imaginary parts with    m   p .
m





Re[G*charact ]  TI Tp  Tm  Kc KmTp   2  Kc Km cos  m

(TI  K c K mTI  K c K mTp ) s



c) Improved methods



(7)









 Kc Km TI Tp 2  1  Kc K p TI Tm 2  1 cos 

 s p

(6)
From the above characteristic equation, n  3 , so the
stability condition becomes arg G ( j )   3 .
0
2
The following figures show the Mikhailov’s
hodographs using the PI controller values defined in
the step response trial and error procedure and the
process and model parameters detailed previously.
The plots represent the imaginary part of equation
(6) plotted versus its real part. From these plots, it is
difficult to conclude if the closed loop system is
stable or not. In fact, a visual conclusion on stability
with respect to the constructed part of the hodograph



 TmTpTI   TI  Kc KmTI  Kc KmTp   sin  m

 s m

2

  Kc K pTI  Kc K pTm   sin 


  T T



Im[G *charact ]  Tm Tp TI  2  TI  K c K mTI  K c K mTp  cos  m
I



 Tm  K c K mTp    K c K m sin  m
2

p

  K c K mTI  K c K mTp     K c K p TI  K c K p Tm   cos 





 K c K p TI Tm 2  1 sin 

(8)
Now, the first stability condition expressed by
equation (1) can be checked. For simplicity  0  0 ,

as [8-10] define 0   ,  . Using equations (4)
and

(5)

with

Kc  1

and

TI  1 ,

Re[G*charact ]*Im[G*charact ]  Re[G*charact ] *Im[G*charact ]  10.944

and

with

Kc  4

and

TI  1 ,

Re[G*charact ]*Im[G*charact ]  Re[G*charact ] *Im[G*charact ]  155.904 .

This permits to conclude that the first stability
condition is respected for both proportional
controller values when the process and model timedelay are equal or different.
This stability condition also permits to calculate
limits for the proportional controller, Kc . In fact, if
Re[G*charact ]*Im[G*charact ]  Re[G*charact ] *Im[G*charact ]  0 ,
K p Kc  K c  K m m  K p TI  K p Tm  K p   K p TI   0

By plotting this expression, it can be seen that
Re[G*charact ]*Im[G*charact ]  Re[G*charact ] *Im[G*charact ]  0

when K  
c

IV

Conclusion

In conclusion, the Mikhailov’s method improved
using [8-10]’s method gives the same conclusions as
the step response when the graphical method is used.
So, it can be concluded that this method is suitable
for the analysis of the stability of the Smith predictor
controlled by a PI controller. Using [8-10]’s stability
criteria, limits for the proportional controller have
been defined. As future work, the interlacing of the
roots will be studied analytically. A necessary
condition is that the roots of the imaginary and real
parts are real and simple, which can be proven using
Pontryagin’s theorem [13], for example.

TI
or K c  0 .
K m m  K p TI  K p Tm  K p

The second stability condition states that the roots of
the imaginary and real parts should be simple and
real roots and interlace. This condition can be
evaluated graphically by plotting the imaginary and
real parts versus the frequency [8-10, 12].
Figures 3: Roots interlacing of the imaginary and
real parts

From these figures, it can be noticed that the roots
interlace when K c  1 and they do not interlace when
Kc  4 . This corresponds to step response results,

i.e., the closed-loop system is stable for K c  1 and
unstable for Kc  4 ., It has also been noticed that the
roots interlace for  m   p , which again corresponds
to the step response results found.
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